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Teaching business English – some 
perspectives from the North
Our business English teaching profession has many voices. At the centre are the 
learners and teachers who are actively involved in teaching, but we all know that 
there are many other stakeholders outside the classroom, including academic 
institutions, clients, publishers and testing organisations. We also know that some 
of these stakeholders have very loud voices. In this session I would like to discuss 
the nature of business English teaching by considering some of these different 
voices. All come from projects I have recently been involved in. First I will talk about 
business English teacher training courses in China which I have been running for 
several years, and discuss how business English teachers operate in one of the 
largest economies in the world. We will then travel to Europe and peak into some 
of the processes that take place in the world of materials development, both from 
an author’s perspective working for global publishers, but also from an in-house 
corporate training perspective. Finally, we will look at a maritime English training 
project in the Asia Pacific region, and consider the relationship between business 
English and ESP. My aim in this session is hopefully to get us all thinking a little 
about similarities and differences across the globe.
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To discuss the nature of business English teaching by considering 
different perspectives



Teacher training in China

BE in China

FTBE



Business English is booming in China





“the number of 
English learners 
exceeds that of English 
native speakers 
around the world”
Jin, Y., Wu, Z., Alderson, C. et al. Developing the China Standards of 
English: challenges at macropolitical and micropolitical levels. Lang 
Test Asia 7, 1 (2017). https://doi.org/10.1186/s40468-017-0032-



Language teaching in China is changing

China - Confucious

• Teacher-centred

• Questions discouraged

• Group work rare

• Teacher as authority

• Regular interaction outside class

• Teachers responsible for success

• Criticism and discipline

• Exam scores are primary

West - Socrates

• Learner-centred

• Questions encouraged

• Group work common

• Teachers as facilitator

• Little interaction outside class

• Learners responsible for success

• Praise and encouragement

• Exam score is one factor



Zha Ying (Merinda)

Teaches at a university in Beijing

• Business English
• Intercultural communication
• College English

Typical day

• Online class - business letters
• Discussion with student about 

graduation paper
• Class – case studies presentations



Business English in China

Workplace training

In summary, in the Chinese context, companies 
have invested in employee English training 
programs to facilitate the business globalization, in 
the form of on-site classroom-based training, off-
site institution-based training, and alternative 
methods such as E-learning and blended learning 
modes identified by global language training 
providers’ surveys. (p. 4)



Business English in China

Business English major
• ~ 300 universities 

• Fits between traditional English 
degree, and a business studies 
degree

• Three components – knowledge of 
business disciplines, business 
discourse, professional practices



https://www.bu.ac.th/en/international-programs/business-english



http://english.ftu.edu.vn/academics/undergraduate-programs/standard-programs/item/89-bachelor-of-business-english.html



Teacher training - FTBE



Comparison of FTBE groups

China

• Large groups

• Well-qualified experienced 
teachers

• Very little in-company 
experience

Europe

• Small groups

• Often “native-speakers” with a 
CELTA level qualification

• Mostly freelance / in-company 
(via language schools)



FTBE example question





Questions to think about

China has recently become the world‘s largest 
economy. Some scholars argue that China English 
is now the world‘s largest variety of English. 

• How will this influence the development of 
business English?

• Will we be teaching China English in our 
classrooms?



Materials writing in Europe

Published 
materials

Tailor-made 
materials



ELT Journal 73/4 October 
2019 pp. 463-482

(available at www.e4b.de)



Teaching context

• Language school
• In-house / corporate
• One-to-one
• Tertiary education

“coursebooks that are 
perfect for one context may 
be totally inappropriate in 
another.” 

Frendo, 2019, p. 464



What does the learner need?

Language about business

or 

doing business?



Language of talking about business is different from the language of doing
business.

academic articles

management theory

small talk

negotiations
presentations

meetings with suppliers

socialising with foreign clients

writing emails

reading contracts

business studies

watching the 
financial news

interviews with business people

current affairs articles



‘in writing or talking about 
business (usually for public 
consumption), the emphasis 
will often be on successes and 
positive developments, whereas 
when actually engaged in doing 
business, the focus is often on 
problem solving of some kind’

(p. 51)

Koester, A. (2010). Workplace Discourse. London: Continuum.



Relevant business content 

• Increasing employability?

• Hard skills, the “B” in BELF

“Business Knowledge … an integral component of the concept 
of BELF and the glue that ties the members of the business 
community of practice (CoP) together”.

Kankaanranta, A. & Louhiala-Salminen, L. (2018). ‘ELF in the domain of business—BELF. 
What does the B stand for?’ in J. Jenkins, W. Baker, and M. Dewey (eds.). The Routledge 
Handbook of English as a Lingua Franca. London: Routledge.



PARSNIPS

• Politics

• Alcohol

• Religion

• Sex

• Narcotics

• -isms

• Pork
https://pixabay.com/de/photos/pastinaken-gem%C3%BCse-zutat-pastinaca-74305/



Politically correct



Published materials - where are we now?

• In-company and tertiary in one pack

• Coursebooks as package

• Fewer ESP books

• Some publishers going for adult market rather than BE

• Blended learning / online delivery / flipped classroom

• Big data / learning analytics

• Automatic assessment / adaptive learning

Publisher-
driven 
resource

Technology 
playing an 
increasingly 
important role



How are tailor-made materials in a corporate 
context different?

Aim to 
make a 
profit?

Training not 
education

Politically 
correct

Needs of the 
corporation 
as well as the 
individual

Corporate 
culture

Easily 
updated

Specific 
workplace 
contexts



Tailor-making – what do we mean?

• Evidence not intuition

• Not language of “a profession” – much 
more blurred 

• Investigating the community of practice

• Multiple perspectives / thick description

• Using experts to tell you what counts as 
“successful” communication



Operating manual for a CNC machine

~ 21 pages

~ 110,000 tokens
(running words)

~ 3,100 types (distinct
words)

Attribution: Nathaniel C. Sheetz



Gap-fill (based on concordance lines)



Collocates

cycle

mode

radius

feedrate

axis



Questions to think about

• What is the added value of tailor-
made materials? Are they worth the 
effort?

• Do we have the skills to produce 
tailor-made materials effectively?



ESP project shipping industry

Relationship 
between 
business English 
and ESP



Young officer training

• Job interviews
• Presentation skills
• Intercultural 

communication 
training



VTSO training

Radio communication
skills



Information



Standard 
Marine 
Communication 
Phrases



Numbers



IALA Model Course Requirements

Initial language training - approx 90 days (IELTS 5 entry) = a third of VTSO 
training

• Language structure (terminology, plain English)

• Standard phrases (SMCP) - VHF communications and routine and non-
routine broadcasts

• Specific VTS message construction

• Collecting information (questioning techniques)

• Dealing with non-English speakers

Follow-up courses (eg supervisor training)

On-the-job training



1-10 11-20 21-30

[SN]
VTS
you
is
anchor
over
ok
yes
this
ABC

sir
position
I
thank
degrees
your
please
to
port
pilot

and
call
go
calling
good
ahead
the
drop
my
copy

Standard 
phraseology

Corpus data 
(360 conversations 
recorded and 
transcribed)



Routine conversations - anchor

• We are dropped anchor because bad weather

• Good morning where drop anchor?

• My drop anchor time 2050LT

• I'd like to heave up my anchor and reposition my anchor because now 
my anchor is stretching

• I finally anchor aweigh over



VTS Your cargo is crap. That is correct? Crap?

Vessel Scrap. Sierra Charlie Romeo Alpha Papa.

VTS Ah scrap copy your message.

Vessel Thank you your cooperation.

copy = I understand

VTS I give you anchor position over.

Vessel You give a anchor position.

VTS Yeah that’s correct.

Vessel Are you ready to copy over?

VTS Yeah you give anchor position I will write it.

copy = write



VTS Yes this is XXX VTS.

Vessel Copy.

VTS I will give you anchor position. Let it copy.

Vessel Anchor position.

VTS Yes correct.

VTS XXX VTS [SN], go ahead.

Vessel VTS, I will give you anchor position and copy.

VTS Copy copy.



Findings

• Routine conversations rarely cause problems.

• SMCP is a useful guideline, but VTSOs need to deal with vessels who 
do not use it (e.g. copy).

• VTSOs need to be prepared to deal with non-routine conversations 
(e.g. emergency situations). 



Solution

• Classes held with 
experienced VTSOs 
discussing real life scenarios 
(in Korean). 

• Language teacher (Korean 
speaker) then works with the 
group to draft a possible 
radio conversation in English. 



Business English and ESP

Specific (e.g.
community of 
practice)

General (e.g. business 
communication skills)

Different techniques?

Needs 
analysis



Questions to think about

• What is the relationship between business English 
and ESP? Is there a difference? 

• Why is this community APIBA BESIG and not APIBA 
ESPSIG? 



In my country it is different!

https://pixabay.com/photos/different-nationalities-children-5091373/



We all have pieces of the puzzle. 
No-one has the complete picture!

https://pixabay.com/photos/different-nationalities-children-5091373/
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